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Pole Assembly                                                                          
The Pogo Pole Hose adapter consists of the adapter plate with 12” collar and fork and 2 poles that slide 
inside the other.  The Pogo Pole Hose is shipped in 4 pieces. 
 
The 2, five foot poles are shipped as 2 pieces each, 32” long for the 3/4” diameter and the 1-1/8” 
diameter. They are each 62” long when assembled.

Assembly: 3/4” dia Poles 
(Smaller Diameter)
Locate COM0623 (The smaller pole with the 
spring installed at one end and other end is 
swaged to fit inside another small pole). The end 
has small threaded hole that goes all the way 
through and a larger hole without threads.

Locate COM0624 (The smaller pole that is NOT 
swaged). Note the location of the holes in one 
end that are countersunk for the flat head screws.

Insert the swaged end of COM0623 into the end 
of COM0624 that has the matching Holes.  Align 
the holes in the swaged end with the countersunk 
holes in the non swaged end.

Install a screw (NBS0236) into each hole and 
tighten securely, but DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN.

Remove the 10-24 nut and screw that hold the 
spring in place, and slide the 5/8” Dia. Pin from 
the adapter plate fork into the end of this pole 
with the spring on it.  Align the hole in the pin 
with the hole in the end of the pole and reinstall 
the screw and attach the nut.  Tighten securely.

Part No.                    Description       Quantity  Notes

COM0623   3/4" Dia., swaged top pole, w/ holes  1 Top pole, inner, connects to fork ASM. 
          The spring and washers are installed on it.
COM0624   3/4" Dia. pole with holes, not swaged  1 Bottom pole, inner.
COM0625   1-1/8" Dia., swaged top, open bottom  1 Outer pole top
COM0626   1-1/8" Dia., swaged top, rubber foot   1 Outer pole bottom
        on bottom
COM0236   6-32 x 3/16 L, Flat head undercut,   6 Only 4 are needed, 2 are spares.
        Phillips Head, SS Screw



 

Assembly: 1-1/8” Dia Poles 
(Larger Diameter)
Locate COM0625 - Larger diameter pole with swaged 
end that has 2 threaded holes in the swaged end and a 
rubber crutch tip on the other end. This is the bottom 
pole section.

Locate COM0626 - Larger diameter pole with 2 
countersunk holes in the NON-SWAGED end.

Insert the swaged end with the threaded holes into 
the UNSWAGED end of the other pole with the 
countersunk holes. Align the holes as you insert them.

Install a screw into each hole and tighten securely, but 
DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN.

Slide the open end of this larger pole assembly over 
the end of the smaller pole with the fork and adapter 
plate.

Full instructions on using the pogo pole hose adapter 
are in the Online User Manual. 


